Automated Construction Contract Summarization Using Natural Language Processing and Deep Learning
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Abstract –

The interpretation of construction contracts is crucial to the management and success of a project. Correct and accurate interpretation could support the smooth construction of high-quality built assets. Misunderstanding and omissions may lead to costly rework and delay. One main challenge of construction contract interpretation lies in the length of construction contracts. Therefore, the demand for reducing the length of such documents while keeping their main information elements emerges. To address this research need, the authors proposed to use natural language processing (NLP) and deep learning technology to summarize construction contracts (i.e., text summarization). There are many deep learning models available and developed for text summarization. However, their performance on construction contracts is to be tested. To address this gap, the authors proposed a new merit-based evaluation method to evaluate the performance of three deep learning models on text summarization of construction contracts, which were reported the state-of-the-art performance on text summarization tasks in general English corpus. The proposed method evaluated selected models from three aspects: information completeness, information correctness, and human readability. The Distilbart model, which scored 5.23, 4.82, and 5.05 in these three aspects, respectively, outperformed the other models in all three aspects.
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1 Introduction

Construction contract is a critical type of construction document that details the terms agreed upon by all involved stakeholders [1]. In general, construction contracts specify critical provisions such as payment schedules, construction costs, and completion dates. Additionally, construction contracts also specify how disputes should be resolved when raised, and other procedural agreements. To ensure that all necessary information is included, and ambiguity is avoided, building contracts typically try to cover every aspect that might potentially be predicted [2]. Therefore, construction contracts may easily become too long for human readers to digest easily.

The length of construction contracts places a high cognitive burden on their human readers and increases the time required to understand and process the contractual information. As a result, reducing the length of such contracts while maintaining their main idea emerges as an urgent research need. The main idea that a body of text conveys can be split into many information elements. Text summarization is the process of creating a condensed version of the body of text by retaining critical information elements and removing uncritical ones [3]. In recent years, many transformer-based deep learning models reported the state-of-the-art performance on the task of text summarization. However, because they were mostly tested on datasets of general English corpus, their performance on domain-specific texts such as construction contracts is not clear.

Evaluating the performance of text summarization is a challenging task [4]. The majority of text summarization metrics were concerned with determining the similarity between automatically generated summaries and some target summaries [5]. These metrics assume that the greater the similarity is, the better the summarizations are and, consequently, the better the model performance is. The target summaries were typically generated by experts and demonstrated what a good summary of the entire text should look like. One benefit of using such metrics is that the measurement can be fully automated. Their shortcomings, on the other hand, are also significant. Certain automated metrics, for example, precision, recall, and F1-score at the word level, do not take into account the sequential order of words in the summaries [5]. The same set of words arranged in a different sequence may have a significantly different meaning or (in the extreme case) make no sense at all.
There were also metrics that take word sequence into account, such as the BiLingual Evaluation Understudy (BLEU) [6] and the Metric for Evaluation of Translation with Explicit ORdering (METEOR) [7]. But they are known to award summaries that make little/no sense or are difficult to read for humans.

To address the above-mentioned problem, the authors proposed a new merit-based text summarization evaluation method that focuses on human perception of the summarization results. Three transformer-based deep learning models were then evaluated using the proposed method in this research: (1) Distilbart [8], (2) Pegasus [9], and (3) Bidirectional and Auto-Regressive Transformer (BART) [10]. These evaluated models were selected because they have been reported with the state-of-the-art performance on many different natural language processing (NLP) tasks, such as machine translation, question and answering, text summarization, and named entity recognition (NER). However, their performance on the summarization of construction contracts has not been tested to the best of the authors’ knowledge. This research provides an initial evaluation of the performance of transformer models on the summarization of construction contracts.

2 Background

2.1 Natural Language Processing

Natural language processing (NLP) has a wide range of applications in the architecture, engineering, and construction (AEC) domain. Research on NLP in the AEC domain mostly focused on classifying or extracting information from construction documents (e.g., construction contracts, and building codes) for future processing by human or machine [11]. For example, Caldas and Soibelman [32] used machine learning and NLP in the classification of construction management documents. Zhang and El-Gohary [12] combined semantic NLP-based information extraction with automated reasoning to accomplish automated reasoning with building code requirements to support compliance checking. Xue et al. [13] proposed a semi-automated method to extract regulatory information from tables in building codes. Zhang and El-Gohary [14] developed a deep learning-based information extraction system for extracting regulatory requirements to support automated building code compliance checking. Xue and Zhang [15] increased the accuracy of part-of-speech tagging of building codes by an error-fixing method. Li and Cai [16] utilized NLP in the processing of infrastructure requirements to support compliance checking of underground utility lines. Le and Jeong [17] used NLP techniques, such as Word2Vec, to classify semantic relation between terminologies in transportation asset manuals. Dimyadi et al. [33] developed a table-based NLP algorithm to convert building codes from normative text to computable rules. Song et al. [34] used deep learning method to convert Korea building codes to predict-argument structure. Al-Qady and Kandil [36] leveraged semantic parsing to extract relations between concepts in construction contract clauses.

2.2 Text Summarization

The main goal of text summarization is to preserve the main information elements of a body of text while reducing its length [3]. Text summarization systems allow users to obtain the main information elements of documents without having to read the full text. In general, there are single-document systems [18] that summarize one document at a time, and multi-document systems that summarize multiple documents into one summary [19]. Based on the approach of summarization, text summarization systems can be classified into extractive systems that extract important sentences from the documents [20], and abstractive systems that aim to generate a summary by reducing unimportant information from the original documents by processing computerized representations of text (e.g., embedding vector) [21].

Literature review suggested that summarization of contractual clauses is challenging because of the difference between legal document and general document and the limited amount of available training dataset. For example, Manor and Li [37] prepared a dataset of contract documents and evaluated existing text summarization methods on it. They concluded that the summarization of contract documents is challenging because the gap between legal documents and training texts of existing summarization methods is substantial. Elnaggar et al. [38] launched a dataset of legal documents for the tasks of translation, summarization, and classification. They utilized transfer learning (leveraging pre-trained models) and multi-task learning (jointly training one model in multiple tasks) to reach the state-of-the-art performance on these three tasks on a dataset of a few thousand sentences. However, their research cannot be applied directly to this study because their research focused on legal documents in Europe, which is drastically different from construction contracts in the United States.

2.3 Transformer Models

Transformer models belong to one type of deep learning model that frequently achieved the state-of-the-art performances in various NLP tasks in recent years [22]. The core of a transformer model is the attention mechanism, which transforms one sequence to another sequence using an encoder-decoder structure [23].
The evaluation of text summarization has been a challenge. Most automated evaluation methods would compare the summarization of a specific model to a gold standard of summarization and generate a score based on predefined metrics. The more similar the machine-generated summarization is to the gold standard, the higher the score will be. This type of metrics is based on two underlying assumptions both of which may not be very robust. First, it assumes text summarization has a ground truth, and the closer a summarization is to the ground truth, the better the summarization is. However, a text may have multiple good summaries based on different information organizations and expressions. In addition, it is hard for machines to measure how human readers would understand a summarization. Second, it assumes automated text summarization evaluation means n-gram similarity between machine-generated summarization and the gold standard. While the problem of the first assumption may be solved by generating multiple gold standards and averaging scores from all gold standard versions, the cost of such evaluation could increase significantly. The second assumption is also questionable because the meaning of a sentence is very sensitive to the sequence of words, and high word/token-level similarity does not guarantee similar meaning. A slight shift in the sequence of words may completely change the meaning of a sentence.

3 Methodology

It is common to pre-process textual data before it was fed into deep learning models. To analyze the impact of pre-processing on the summarization of construction contracts, the authors compared performance of deep learning models without and with pre-processing. In the first setting, the textual data was fed into deep learning models directly without pre-processing. The inputs to deep learning models are therefore unaltered construction contract text. In the second setting, inputs went through the following pre-processing steps: (1) tokenization (i.e., break down strings of sentences into lists of words and punctuations), (2) lowercasing (i.e., convert all characters into lower case), (3) stop word removal (remove common words that do not carry context-specific information, such as “a” “an” “the”), (4) removal of number, punctuation, and underscores (i.e., fill-in-the-blank space from construction contract template), and (5) lemmatization (reduce inflectional forms of words to their base forms).

The authors proposed a merit-based evaluation of the performance of the state-of-the-art deep learning transformer models on the summarization of construction contracts in this research. The merit-based evaluation has three steps. First, construction contract clauses that are suitable for the summarization text are collected. Clauses that do not need to be summarized (too short) or cannot be summarized properly (contain too much blank space and miss too much information) are removed in the step. In the second step, transformer models generate...
summaries of the selected clauses. In the third step, human reviewers manually evaluate the transformer models by evaluating the summaries generated by the models.

Manual evaluation of transformer models was used to avoid the shortfalls associated with automated evaluation. Manual evaluation by domain experts, as an alternative to automated evaluation, can have the following two advantages. First, manual evaluation ensures that a summarization with high score is indeed easy to understand for human readers. Second, manual evaluations can effectively assess the meanings carried by the summarizations. The proposed evaluation quantifies transformer performance on three dimensions: information completeness, information correctness, and human readability. Information completeness is a metric that measures if a summary retains the key information elements from the original text. Information correctness is a metric that measures how accurate a summary is. A good summary should accurately represent the original full text. Human readability refers to the ease with which the summary can be understood. Models’ performance in each category is rated on a scale of 0 to 10. The higher the score, the better the performance is. Domain experts are allowed to rate performance according to their understanding of construction contract based on their construction domain knowledge. They are also required to maintain a high-level objectivity and consistency across the evaluation.

4 Experiment

For the purpose of this research, the authors collected publicly available and free-to-download construction contracts or contract templates online. In total, nine construction contracts or contract templates were collected [31, 39-46]. The collected construction contracts were cleaned to fit the needs of the research. Some paragraphs were removed because they were either too short or contained too much blank space. A dataset that contains ninety-two paragraphs of construction contracts or contract templates was prepared. After the dataset was created, a careful evaluation and extensive literature review were conducted to select transformer candidates for the evaluation. Three transformers were selected: (1) Distilbart [8], (2) Pegasus [9], and (3) BART [10] (Table 1). The selected models all have achieved the state-of-the-art performance or near state-of-the-art performance on the task of text summarization in large open datasets of general English corpus [8, 9, 10]. Because transformer models were usually published in different configurations, one configuration of each model was selected based on the popularity of the configuration. For Distilbart, the selected configuration was distilbart-cnn-12-6. For BART, the selected configuration was bart-large-cnn. For Pegasus, the selected configuration was pegasus-xsum. These configurations were meaningful expressions. For example, the “cnn” in the distilbart-cnn-12-6 means convolutional neural network is used. The 12 refers to 12 layers of encoders. The “large” in bart-large-cnn means this configuration has a large number of parameters. The “xsum” in the pegasus-xsum means the configuration was trained on the xsum dataset [29]. For each model, the configuration with the largest number of downloads in Huggingface Transformer model hub [30] was selected. The selected models weren’t altered or fine-tuned in any way for the evaluation.

Table 1. Selected Models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model Name</th>
<th>Configuration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BART</td>
<td>distilbart-cnn-12-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pegasus</td>
<td>pegasus-xsum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distilbart</td>
<td>bart-large-cnn</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Each selected transformer model generated a summary of each paragraph in the dataset with and without preprocessing of the textual data. The summaries were then evaluated by the authors using the merit-based evaluated method. All models were run on a desktop computer with an RTX 3090 graphic card and a Ryzen 3950x CPU.

5 Result

The performance of transformer models with and without pre-processing was summarized in Tables 2, 3 and 4.

Table 2. Model Performance with Pre-processing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>BART</th>
<th>Pegasus</th>
<th>Distilbart</th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Completeness</td>
<td>4.62</td>
<td>2.12</td>
<td>4.70</td>
<td>3.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correctness</td>
<td>4.59</td>
<td>2.16</td>
<td>4.57</td>
<td>3.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human Readability</td>
<td>4.62</td>
<td>2.51</td>
<td>4.45</td>
<td>3.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>4.61</td>
<td>2.26</td>
<td>4.57</td>
<td>3.81</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Model Performance without Pre-processing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>BART</th>
<th>Pegasus</th>
<th>Distilbart</th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Completeness</td>
<td>4.74</td>
<td>4.98</td>
<td>5.23</td>
<td>4.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correctness</td>
<td>4.72</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>4.82</td>
<td>4.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human Readability</td>
<td>4.66</td>
<td>4.82</td>
<td>5.05</td>
<td>4.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>4.71</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>5.03</td>
<td>4.76</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The performance of deep learning models was better when inputs were not pre-processed rather than when they were pre-processed. When the inputs were not pre-processed, the Distilbart model outperformed the other two transformer models in all three aspects. This shows the Distilbart model could be a good choice for the summarization of construction contracts. For future refinement on the text summarization of construction contracts, the Distilbart model should be a good starting point. It is very likely that the fine tuning of the model will lead to better performance, which is suggested in literature [38]. Example summarizations by each model are provided in Table 5.

Table 5: Example Summary without Pre-Processing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Deep Learning Model</th>
<th>Original Text</th>
<th>Summary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BART</td>
<td>“Owner shall have a right to inspect the Work at any time and request that Contractor promptly correct any Work that is defective. If required, the Work shall be inspected and certified by the appropriate state or local agency or health officer at each necessary stage.” [31]</td>
<td>Owner shall have a right to inspect the Work at any time and request that Contractor promptly correct any Work that is defective.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pegasus</td>
<td>The owner of the property where the Work is to be performed has the right to inspect the Work at any time. All photographs courtesy of AFP, EPA, Getty Images, and Reuters” and “All photographs are copyrighted.”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distilbart</td>
<td>Owner shall have a right to inspect the Work at any time and request that Contractor promptly correct any Work that is defective.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The performance of deep learning models was better when inputs were not pre-processed rather than when they were pre-processed. When the inputs were not pre-processed, the Distilbart model outperformed the other two transformer models in all three aspects. This shows the Distilbart model could be a good choice for the summarization of construction contracts. For future refinement on the text summarization of construction contracts, the Distilbart model should be a good starting point. It is very likely that the fine tuning of the model will lead to better performance, which is suggested in literature [38]. Example summarizations by each model are provided in Table 5.

The performance was not optimal, as no model achieved a score greater than six. The Distilbart model had the highest score among the three, making it a good choice for starting contract summarization for now. However, it is strongly recommended that a model dedicated to the construction contract text summarization task be developed (i.e., trained on construction contracts corpus). The task of fine-tuning transformer models has been identified as a high-priority area of research. Among all evaluation criteria, the information correctness criterion had the lowest average, indicating that increasing the information accuracy of the summarization is a pressing need.

6 Discussion

The Distilbart model outperformed the other two models in the evaluation. The authors attributed its success to its training strategy and the process of knowledge distillation. The BART model employed a decoder that had been trained to generate the next word given previous words in a sentence, implying that it is capable of generating new texts (summary). Its encoder is trained to predict masked words, enhancing the model’s robustness. The Distilbart model inherited the BART model’s advantages. Additionally, the knowledge distillation process enhanced the model’s generalizability (i.e., ability to generate good summary).

The gap in the performance of deep learning models with and without pre-processing could be attributed to two reasons. First, deep learning models had difficulty in generating complete sentences. It is likely that stop words, although did not carry a lot of useful information themselves, were necessary for the transformer models to generate complete sentences. Second, the Pegasus model generated a lot of summaries, such as, “All photographs courtesy of AFP, EPA, Getty Images, and Reuters” and “All photographs are copyrighted.” that had no correlation with the core of the original text. Therefore, more comprehensive evaluation is necessary before putting deep learning models into practice in construction contract text summarization. The behaviors of deep learning models currently are not guaranteed to perform as users may expect. Based on our experimental results, the performance of deep learning model decreased when the construction contract input is pre-processed. Therefore, to increase the accuracy of summarization, pre-processing that was typically used in other NLP tasks may need to be avoided.

7 Contributions to the Body of Knowledge

This research makes three distinct contributions to the body of knowledge. First, the authors proposed an evaluation method for text summarization based on merit in three different dimensions: information completeness,
information correctness, and human readability. The proposed method ensures that the summary’s evaluated score corresponds to its human perception. By involving humans in the evaluation process, the method avoids awarding high scores to summaries with poor human perception. Second, a recommended deep learning model was identified for contract summarization by comparing the performance of three different but popular models: BART, Pegasus, and Distilbart. The Distilbart model outperformed other models on all three criteria, making it a good starting point for the task of summarizing construction contracts. Last but not least, it was found that in contrast to typical NLP tasks, pre-processing does not necessarily help in the construction contract summarization using deep learning models.

8 Limitations and Future Work

The following limitations are acknowledged. First, the evaluation is composed of three components. While these provided a relatively holistic evaluation comparing to the state of the art, additional factors can be included to provide a more detailed and comprehensive evaluation, such as, grammar, structure, and coherence [35]. Second, the proposed evaluation method necessitates manual efforts, which could be costly and time-consuming. Future research could investigate how to make the evaluation more efficient. In addition, human subjectivity may influence the outcome of an evaluation. Certain factors, such as personal preference and educational background, may influence how certain summaries are rated. Future research should investigate how to minimize the impact of human subjectivity on such evaluation.

9 Conclusion

Existing research that leverages NLP in the construction domain mostly directly adopted benchmarks and metrics from other domains, the suitability of which is seldom asked. In this paper, the authors proposed a new merit-based evaluation method for text summarization. The proposed method was used in evaluating the performance of three deep learning transformer models on the text summarization of construction contracts or contract templates. The evaluation was conducted manually by rating performance from three aspects: information completeness, information correctness, and human readability. Three models were selected based on their popularity: Distilbart, Pegasus, and BART. The Distilbart model outperformed the other two models in all three aspects. The performance of deep learning modes was found to be better when inputs were not pre-processed than when the inputs were pre-processed. As the direct application of such deep learning model on the domain specific construction contracts did not achieve very high scores, the authors suggest that the fine-tuning of Distilbart model and/or retraining it based on domain corpus should be in the future direction of text summarization of construction contracts.
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